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The CO2�010�–O�3P� vibrational energy transfer �VET� efficiency is a key input to aeronomical
models of the energy budget of the upper atmospheres of Earth, Venus, and Mars. This work
addresses the physical mechanisms responsible for the high efficiency of the VET process at the
thermal energies existing in the terrestrial upper atmosphere �150 K�T�550 K�. We present a
quantum-mechanical study of the process within a reduced-dimensionality approach. In this model,
all the particles remain along a plane and the O�3P� atom collides along the C2v symmetry axis of
CO2, which can present bending oscillations around the linear arrangement, while the stretching
C–O coordinates are kept fixed at their equilibrium values. Two kinds of scattering calculations are
performed on high-quality ab initio potential energy surfaces �PESs�. In the first approach, the
calculations are carried out separately for each one of the three PESs correlating to O�3P�. In the
second approach, nonadiabatic effects induced by spin-orbit couplings �SOC� are also accounted for.
The results presented here provide an explanation to some of the questions raised by the experiments
and aeronomical observations. At thermal energies, nonadiabatic transitions induced by SOC play a
key role in causing large VET efficiencies, the process being highly sensitive to the initial
fine-structure level of oxygen. At higher energies, the two above-mentioned approaches tend to
coincide towards an impulsive Landau-Teller mechanism of the vibrational to translational �V-T�
energy transfer. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2189860�
I. INTRODUCTION

The population of the CO2�010� level �the bending
mode� in the upper atmosphere of the terrestrial planets
�Earth, Mars, and Venus� is an essential input to aeronomical
models. This level is the main source of the 15 �m emission
that produces the largest cooling process in the upper meso-
sphere and lower thermosphere, and thus has a dominant
impact on the kinetic temperatures and density structure.
Thermal collisions with atomic oxygen, CO2�000�+O�3P�
→CO2�010�+O�3P�, constitute the major mechanism con-
trolling the vibrational population of CO2�010�. The latter
vibrational energy transfer �VET� process plays, in fact, such
a dominant role that the corresponding rate constant is con-
sidered the most important parameter in analyzing the mea-
surements of the CO2 15 �m atmospheric radiance.1

Numerous experimental, field and laboratory, measure-
ments of the rate constant k for the quenching process
CO2�010�+O�3P�→CO2�000�+O�3P� have been performed
�this relaxation rate is more straightforward to measure and
is related to the up-pumping rate through the principle of a
detailed balance�. In spite of this intense study, a 50% uncer-
tainty in k is assumed in modeling the 15 �m emission from
planetary thermospheres.2 In addition, the temperature de-
pendence of k is not well known in the atmospheric tempera-
ture range �150–550 K�. Taylor,3 based on high-temperature
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�1975–3840 K� shock-tube measurements by Center,4 re-
ported an expression for k�T� with a Landau-Teller tempera-
ture dependence, A exp�−BT−3�, which gives a room-
temperature value of 2.4�10−14 cm3 s−1. On the other hand,
using field-based data of atmospheric 15 �m radiance,
Sharma and Wintersteiner5 recommended a value of 6�±3�
�10−12 cm3 s−1 of k at 300 K, i.e., a factor of about 250
larger than Taylor’s extrapolation. In order to account for this
discrepancy, they proposed an expression for k�T� in which a
low-temperature, CT1/2, term is added to the Landau-Teller
term. During the last decade, laboratory determinations of
the relaxation rate have been reported at room
temperature,6–9 providing values in the �1–1.5�
�10−12 cm3 s−1 range. Nevertheless, the value of k required
by the atmospheric models is about a factor of 4 larger than
the measured values.1,10 More recently, Castle et al.,11 using
the temperature-jump method, have obtained a larger value
of the vibrational relaxation rate coefficient, placing it below
the low end of the range of aeronomical estimates.

In spite of its importance, there are no quantum-
mechanical studies based on accurate ab initio PESs address-
ing the quenching of CO2�010� by O�3P� at atmospheric
temperatures. The most recent theoretical study for this pro-
cess was carried out by Scott et al.,12 assuming a perpendicu-
lar approach of the colliding particle and performing quasi-
classical trajectory calculations on an adjustable Morse-type
CO2–O interaction potential. This single-surface approach

was capable of describing the high-temperature dependence
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of k. To reproduce the low-temperature dependence of the
relaxation rate constant, however, Scott et al. resorted to a
curve-crossing model proposed by Nikitin and Umanski13 for
VET processes involving open-shell species. Earlier investi-
gations, using either trajectories14 or close-coupling15 treat-
ments, focused on the calculation of the quenching of CO2

by oxygen colliding at relatively high kinetic energies �above
1 eV�. These studies were based entirely on repulsive poten-
tials fitted to a few ab initio points.16 Additional electronic
structure calculations �e.g., see Refs. 17–19� on the triplet
CO2–O system addressed mainly the molecular properties of
the strongly bound CO3 isomers existing in the regions of the
potential energy surfaces �PESs� related to the O�1D�+CO2

reaction. These regions, due to the existence of very high-
energy �above 1.5 eV� transition barriers, can only be
reached with hyperthermal O�3P� atoms.18 However, the van
der Waals �vdW� regions of the PESs, which are the relevant
ones in collisions of CO2 with O�3P� at thermal energies,
have not been investigated yet.

As a first attempt to characterize, on a full quantum-
mechanical level, the physical mechanisms involved in
CO2�010�+O�3P� collisions at thermal energies, we have
performed quantum scattering calculations on high-level ab
initio PESs of the three electronic states correlating with the
O�3P�+CO2 �1�g

+� asymptote. A reduced-dimensionality ap-
proach has been adopted in which only the two most signifi-
cant degrees of freedom are included. We assume that the
oxygen atom approaches the CO2 molecule in the plane of
CO2 in a C2v geometry �which corresponds to the global
vdW minimum�. The C–O distances in CO2 are fixed to their
equilibrium values, leaving the two active coordinates as the
intermolecular distance between the oxygen atom and the
CO2 center of mass, and the intramolecular CO2 bending
angle. Scattering calculations are performed first on each of
the different electronic states to test the importance of a pure
V-T energy transfer mechanism.

The non-Landau-Teller behavior of k at low tempera-
tures suggests that the mechanism of energy transfer may
also involve vibrational to electronic �V-E� transitions. As

1
pointed out by Sharma and Roble, since the atomic fine-
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structure splitting of the O�3Pj� levels �E�3P2− 3P1�
=158.265 cm−1, E�3P2− 3P0�=226.977 cm−1� �Ref. 20� is
comparable to both the energy difference �667 cm−1� be-
tween the �000� and �010� vibrational states of CO2 and the
energy separation between the different electronic states in
the vdW region, spin-orbit couplings �SOCs� may have an
important effect in relaxing the �010� bending level of CO2.
Therefore, we also consider spin-orbit induced intersystem
crossing effects, and, in a second approach, the multiplets
and nonadiabatic transitions induced by SOCs are accounted
for. A comparison with the pure V-T scattering calculations
allows an assessment of the importance of spin-orbit interac-
tions in the VET mechanism.

In the following section, we describe the electronic
structure calculations. In Sec. III, the Hamiltonian model and
the method to solve the scattering problem are described.
The results on vibrational quenching probabilities are pre-
sented and discussed in Sec. IV. Finally, we conclude with a
summary of the main results and some plans for future work.

II. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE

A. Interaction energies

The interaction energies of the complex were evaluated
at the spin-restricted single and double coupled-cluster level
with a perturbative treatment of triple excitations
�RCCSD�T�� as implemented in MOLPRO 2002

21 at the frozen
core approximation. The augmented correlation-consistent
polarized triple zeta �aug-cc-pVTZ� atomic basis set22

supplemented by a �3s3p2d2f1g� set of midbond
functions23,24 was used throughout the calculations. The ba-
sis set superposition error �BSSE� was corrected using the
full-counterpoise scheme of Boys and Bernardi25 and Jansen
and Ros.26 Therefore, the interaction energy at each geom-
etry was calculated as

U�
int�R,�,�� = E�

CO2–O�R,�,�� − �ECO2�R,�,��

− E�
O�R,�,��� , �1�

FIG. 1. OCO angle bisector body-
frame coordinate system employed for
the PES calculations of the CO2+O
collisional system.
where � stands for the spatial symmetry of the electronic
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state and ECO2, E�
O, and E�

CO2–O are the electronic energies of
CO2, O, and CO2–O, respectively, calculated in the com-
plete CO2–O basis set. Since the presence of ghost orbitals
breaks the symmetry of the O atom, we used separate mono-
mer counterpoise states for separate �-symmetry electronic
states of the dimer. As seen in Fig. 1, the coordinates R, �,
and � represent the distance from the O atom to the center of
mass of CO2, the angle formed by the vector R connecting
the centers of mass and the C2v symmetry axis of CO2, fixed
to zero in the present calculations, and the intramolecular
bending angle, respectively. The C–O internuclear distances
of CO2 were fixed at their optimized RCCSD�T�/aug-cc-
pVTZ equilibrium value, re=1.167 Å, which has a relative
error of 0.4%, compared to the experiment.27 We have veri-
fied, by using the larger aug-cc-pVQZ and aug-cc-pV5Z ba-
sis sets, that the interaction energies near the minimum are
converged to within 1 cm−1. Also, the value of the T1

diagnostic,28 surpassing the threshold of 0.020 for the rel-
evant range of intermolecular distances, confirms that the
single reference coupled-cluster approach is adequate. We
used an R grid of 36 points ranging from 1.8 to 15 Å and an
� grid of 13 points between �=150° and 210° in steps of
10°. All calculated interaction energies are available upon
request.

The collision between O�3P� atoms and the ground state
CO2 �1�g

+� involves three electronic surfaces that correlate to
O�3P�. In Fig. 2 the interaction potentials of the three elec-
tronic states CO2–O in the C2v geometry are represented for
selected values of the CO2 bending angle. We discuss first
the potential energy curves �PECs� with the bending angle
fixed at the CO2 equilibrium ��=180°, solid lines�. The
minimum occurs in an 3A2 spatial symmetry state at R=3.1
with a related well depth of 335.5 cm−1. For this geometry, a
local minimum is found in the 3B1 state �R=3.1 Å, De

=106.7 cm−1�, whereas the 3B2 state is repulsive. The assign-
ment of the four 2p electrons of the oxygen atom in the A2,
B1, and B2 states are px

1py
1pz

2, px
1py

2pz
1, and px

2py
1pz

1, respec-
tively. In the A2 state, the pz orbital, pointing toward the
positively polarized C in CO2, is doubly occupied, giving
rise to a more favorable concerted quadrupole-quadrupole
and induced dipole-quadrupole interactions than those in the
B1 and B2 orbital arrangements. On the contrary, the double
occupation of the px orbital in the B2 state is expected to
result in a stronger Pauli exchange repulsion from the p lone
pairs at the terminal O atoms of CO2. This results in a repul-
sive state. In the B1 state, the doubly occupied orbitals are
orthogonal to the CO2 plane, so the exchange repulsion is
weaker than that in the B1 and A2 states. The splitting of the
three states is already clear at the restricted Hartree-Fock
�RHF� level. Thus, the RHF T-shape PEC has a minimum in
the A2 state �R=3.4 Å, De=125.1 cm−1�, whereas the RHF
calculations of the B1 and B2 states reveal purely repulsive
PECs.

The dependence with the � bending angle is also shown
in Fig. 2. For ��180° �	180° � the CO2 molecule bends
toward �away from� the colliding oxygen atom �see Fig. 1�.
Note that the PECs for the two different directions of scis-
soring are not symmetric. The degree of symmetry breaking

is related directly to the magnitude of the vibrational cou-
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pling between the �000� and �010� states of CO2 due to the
interaction with oxygen. We will comment further on this
point below. Note, too, that the three PECs behave differ-
ently depending on the direction of bending. For the 3A2
state, the bending of CO2 away from the oxygen atom makes
the well depth deeper than that with CO2 at equilibrium. For
both 3B2 and 3B2 states, the bending of CO2 toward the col-
liding particle gives rise to a stronger attractive interaction.
Thus, the 3B2 state, which is repulsive with the CO2 at equi-
librium, becomes attractive at �=150°. These features can be
understood by considering, for the different states, the in-
duced moment adopted by oxygen to optimize the interac-
tion. In fact, the value of the induced dipole moment along
the z axis29,30 for the oxygen atom in the 3A2 state is about
−0.97 a.u. to be compared with values of about 0.48 a.u. in
the 3B1 and 3B2 states. In addition, depending on the direc-
tion of bending, the sign of the dipole moment of the CO2

molecule is positive ���180° � or negative ��	180° �.
Therefore, in the A2 state for �	180°, the sign of the dipole
moments adopted by both CO2 and O monomers is negative,
resulting in an attractive dipole-induced dipole interaction,
which increases the well depth. Conversely, in the 3B1 and
3B2 states, for �	180°, the signs of the monomer dipoles
are opposite, giving rise to a repulsive dipole-induced dipole
interaction which raises the potential energy curve over that

FIG. 2. Interaction potentials of the 3A2, �bottom panel�, 3B1 �middle panel�,
and 3B2 �upper panel� electronic states of CO2–O for selected values of the
bending coordinate of CO2. Solid lines: �=180°. Dashed lines: �=150°.
Dotted lines: �=210°.
for CO2 at equilibrium ��=180° �.
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A comparison with results on the CO2–Ne complex31

and other CO2-rare-gas atom complexes �see, for example,
Ref. 32� indicates that the global minimum is in a T-shape
geometry. However, the well depths are over a factor of 3
larger in CO2–O �335.5 vs 84.61 cm−1� than in CO2–Ne.
This difference is observed even at the RHF level, so the
CO2–O complex is bound at the RHF level, whereas the
RHF CO2–Ne interaction potential is purely repulsive. Un-
like the Ne atom, the O atom has a permanent quadrupole,
which causes the electrostatic interaction to play an impor-
tant role for the CO2–O complex. On the contrary, the
CO2–Ne complex is stabilized mainly by dispersion energy,
which is a pure correlation effect.

We have also considered additional geometries for the
complex and found that the interaction energies are signifi-
cantly higher than those at the T-shaped geometry in the
vdW region. The results of these electronic structure calcu-
lations will be reported separately.33

B. Spin-orbit couplings

The SOC matrix elements have been calculated using the
full Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian following the scheme of Bern-
ing et al.,34 as implemented within MOLPRO. We used an
uncontracted cc-pVTZ basis set and an active-space self-
consistent field �CASSCF� treatment with a restricted active
space in which the 1s and 2s orbitals were fixed to double
occupancy. The asymptotically degenerate 3A2, 3B1, and 3B2
states were state averaged to produce equivalent px, py, and
pz orbitals in the dissociation limit. For the separated O atom
with the present ansatz �no second-order spin-orbit effects
arising from the coupling with the O�1D� and O�1S� states
were considered�, the fine-structure levels of O�3Pj� are cal-
culated to be 0.0 �0.0, j=2�, 156.56 �158.265, j=1�, and
234.84 �226.977, j=0� in cm−1 �experimental values in
parentheses20�.

As found in previous investigations of the O2–O�3P�
and SO–O�3P� systems by Rosmus and co-workers,35,36 the
main contribution to the SOC in the vdW region is derived
from the atomic term O�3P�. Thus, for R
2.4 Å the devia-
tion of the matrix elements from the asymptotic value
amounts to less than 0.5 cm−1, implying that oxygen largely
behaves as an isolated atom. This is in contrast to the inter-

TABLE I. States coupled within each �t block of the full-effective �Ĥel

+ Ĥso� Hamiltonian matrix. The O�3Pj� fine-structure states that are obtained
by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian at R→ within each �t block are also
shown, along with their degeneracy.

�t A1 B1 B2 A2

A2�z A2�x A2�y B1�x

B1�y B2�z B1�z B2�y

B2�x

Number of j
states at R→

j=0 1 ¯ ¯ ¯

j=1 ¯ 1 1 1
j=2 2 1 1 1
action energies which do not approach their asymptotic lim-
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its up to R
5.0 Å. This can be roughly explained by com-
paring the interparticle distance dependence of the spin-orbit
�r−3� and electrostatic Hamiltonian �r−1� operators, the
former being more short ranged. As a consequence, the R
and � dependences of the coupling matrix elements are ex-
tremely weak, and we have ignored it in the present study.

The full effective electronic Hamiltonian matrix is rep-
resented in the basis of the electronic nonrelativistic wave
functions, denoted as ����qi

el� ;R ,�� ��qi
el� are the electronic

coordinates�, multiplied by symmetry-adapted spin functions
that transform as irreducible representations of rotation:

�z�A2� = �Ms=0,

�x�B2� = −
1
�2

��Ms=1 − �Ms=−1� , �2�

�y�B1� =
i

�2
��Ms=1 + �Ms=−1� ,

where the associated symmetry is indicated in brackets. In
this basis, the spin-orbit Hamiltonian matrix elements are
real. The selection rules of the spin-orbit matrix are given in
the Appendix. The resulting products of the wave functions
are grouped together according to symmetry to form appro-
priate matrices for each of the four C2v group representa-
tions. This leads to a factorization of the 9�9 Hamiltonian
matrix into one 3�3 �A1 symmetry� and three 2�2 �B1, B2,
and A2� blocks. Table I displays the different states �� ,���
coupled within each global symmetry block, hereafter de-
noted as �t. Diagonalization of this full effective Hamil-
tonian matrix in the asymptotic limit yields fivefold �j=2�,
threefold �j=1�, and onefold �j=0� degenerate fine-structure
states of the O atom. In particular, the diagonalization of the
A1 sub-block gives rise to two degenerate O�3P2� and one
O�3P0� atomic fine-structure levels, whereas diagonalizing
the remaining 2�2 sub-blocks produces one O�3P1� level
and one O�3P2� level.

III. THE THEORETICAL MODEL

A. Hamiltonian

As mentioned previously, we use a coplanar model in
which the oxygen atom collides with CO2 in a C2v approach
��=0 in Fig. 1�, and the stretching C–O degrees of freedom
are frozen to their equilibrium distances. This model was
chosen because the largest vibrational couplings between the
�000� and �010� states of CO2 are expected to occur for the
perpendicular direction of collision. Note, too, that for the
linear geometry ��=90° � the intermolecular potential is
symmetric around �=180°, and thus the associated cou-
plings are strictly zero there. In addition, preliminary calcu-
lations at �=45° indicate that the absolute values of the vi-
brational couplings in the minimum vdW region are more
than two times smaller than those at the T-shape
configuration.33 Therefore, these geometries are expected to
be less important for scattering at thermal energies.

The dynamics thus involves two primary active degrees

of freedom, the intermolecular distance R and the CO2 bend-
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ing angle � for three adiabatic PESs, which are further
coupled by spin-orbit interactions. The total Hamiltonian can
be written as37

Ĥ = −
�2

2�O–CO2

� �2

�R2 +
1

4R2	 + T̂CO2
+ Ĥel��qi

el�;R,��

+ Ĥso��qi
el�;R,�� , �3�

where the first term corresponds to the nuclear kinetic energy
operator associated with the scattering coordinate R and
�O−CO2

=mo�mc+2mo� / �mc+3mo� is the reduced mass. The
second term is the nuclear kinetic energy term of the isolated
CO2 partner, which depends on the bending angle �,

T̂CO2
= −

�2

re
2 
� 1

�oc
−

cos �

mc
� �2

��2 +
sin �

mc

�

��

+
1

4
� 1

�oc
+

cos �

mc
� . �4�

Finally, the third and fourth terms of Eq. �3�, Ĥel and Ĥso, are
the electronic �nonrelativistic� and spin-orbit �Breit-Pauli�
Hamiltonians, respectively, depending on the electronic co-
ordinates �qi

el� as well as, parametrically, on R and �. In our
basis �����qi

el� ;R ,����� the full electronic Hamiltonian

�Ĥel+ Ĥso� matrix elements within each �t global symmetry
block are given by

H���,�����

��t� = U��R,����������
��

+ H���,�����

so �1 − �����

��1 − ������
� , �5�

where U��R ,��= ����Ĥel�����qi
el� is the PES of electronic state

� �which does not depend on Ms and therefore on the par-
ticular spin function in Eq. �2��. At R→, U� correlates with
the energy of the oxygen atom plus the CO2 potential energy,
UCO2

���, in the 1�g
+ electronic state in which the two O–C

bond distances have been frozen. Hence U��R ,��
=U�

int�R ,��+UCO2
���. The term H���,�����

so in Eq. �5� repre-

sents the asymptotic, R→, spin-orbit coupling matrix ele-
ments. As mentioned above, due to the weak � and R depen-
dences of the couplings, they can be safely fixed to their
asymptotic values.

B. Inelastic scattering formulation

To perform the scattering calculations, we use the
R-matrix propagation method of Light and co-workers.38,39

This method determines the solution of the Schrödinger

equation for the scattering wave function �n�, Ĥ�n�
=Etot�n�, where the Hamiltonian is given by Eq. �3�, Etot is
the total energy, and n� labels the initial state. In this method,
the scattering coordinate R is divided into Nsect equidistant
sectors Rj, where Rj denotes the midpoint of each sector. In
every sector the total wave function �n� is expanded in a

close-coupling form,
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�n��R,�,�qi
el�;Rj� = �

n=1

N

gn,n��R;Rj��n��,�qi
el�;Rj� ,

where N denotes the total number of channels included in the
expansion and �n are eigenfunctions of the so-called surface

Hamiltonian ĤS which depends on R parametrically and is
therefore the frozen R part of the total Hamiltonian:

ĤS��,�qi
el�;Rj� = −

�2

8�O–CO2
Rj

2 + T̂CO2
���

+ Ĥel��qi
el�;Rj,�� + Ĥso��qi

el�;Rj,�� . �6�

Starting from a small value of R in the classically forbidden
region, the wave functions gn,n��R ;Rj� are propagated from
one sector to the next out to large R by means of the
R-matrix propagation method, which involves the calculation
of the overlap matrix between the surface eigenfunctions cor-
responding to two adjacent sectors, j and j+1, On,n��j , j
+1�= ��n�� , �qi

el� ;Rj� ��n��� , �qi
el� ;Rj+1��. In the asymptotic

region, boundary conditions are imposed to obtain the S ma-
trix �and hence the state-to-state probabilities�:

gn,n��R;Rj� ——→
Rj→

�nn�

exp�− i�n�R�
��n�

− Sn,n�

exp�i�n�R�
��n�

,

with �n
2=2�O–CO2

�Etot−En��� /�2, where En�� are the ei-
genvalues of the surface Hamiltonian for R→, also called
surface energies or adiabats.

To solve the surface equation �ĤS−En��n=0, the wave
functions �n are expanded as

�n��,�qi
el�;Rj� = �

v,���

cv,���

n �Rj��v�������qi
el�;Rj,����,

�7�

where ��v� are the basis functions describing the vibrations
of the isolated CO2. As usual, they are obtained by solving
variationally the time-independent Schrödinger equation as-

sociated with the Hamiltonian �T̂CO2
+UCO2

−�v��v=0. To
this end, the potential UCO2

��� is expanded in a series of
cos��2m+1�� /2� �from m=0� to account for its symmetry
about 180°, while the �v functions are expanded in terms of
sin�k� /2� �from k=1�. With these choices, all the necessary
matrix elements are analytical.37 Furthermore, the vibrational
matrix elements

Vvv�
� �R� = ��v�U�

int + T̂CO2
+ UCO2

−
�2

8�O–CO2
R2 ��v���

= ��v�U�
int��v��� + ��v −

�2

8�O–CO2
R2��vv�, �8�

are easily obtained after the expansion,37 at each R value, of
U�

int in terms of Legendre polynomials P��cos����. The sur-

face Hamiltonian matrix elements are given explicitly by
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H���v,�����v�
S��t� �Rj�

= Vvv
� �Rj�����������

�vv� + Vvv�
� �Rj�����������

�1 − �vv��

+ H���,�����

so �1 − ������1 − ������
��vv�. �9�

IV. SCATTERING CALCULATIONS

A. Surface states

To produce the surface states, we begin by calculating
the vibrational levels of the isolated CO2 as described in Sec.
III. We obtain a �000�-�010� transition frequency of
666.2 cm−1, in good agreement with the experimental value
of 667 cm−1 �Ref. 27�. For v=0 and v=1, the diagonal and
off-diagonal vibrational matrix elements Vvv�

� , are depicted in
Fig. 3 for the three spatial symmetry states. Note in Fig. 3�a�
that the shapes of the diagonal terms are very similar to the
PECs at �=180° in Fig. 2. Figure 3�b� shows that the off-
diagonal matrix elements have, in general, rather small val-
ues. Indeed, absolute values of these couplings become
larger than the SOC constant ��77 cm−1� just for quite small
intermolecular distances. On the other hand, note that the 3B1
and 3B2 vibrational couplings are almost identical and have
opposite signs to the 3A2 one. This is a consequence of the
different behavior of the CO2+O interaction with the bend-
ing angle for the three spatial symmetry states �see Sec. II�.

Surface states of Eq. �7� were computed for a grid of 600
sectors in R �from 1.8 to 15.0 Å� using a basis of five CO2

vibrational states �from v=0 to v=4�, including both vibra-
tional and SOCs for the four global symmetries specified in
Table I. The surface eigenenergies as functions of the sector

FIG. 3. Vibrational matrix elements Vvv�
� �R� �Eq. �8�� as functions of the

intermolecular distance. �a� Diagonal elements for v=0,1; �b� off-diagonal
couplings V01. Energies are in cm−1 and distance in angstrom.
values �adiabats� are displayed in Fig. 4, corresponding to
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the A1 block. For this global symmetry, each pair of states of
the three spatial symmetries A2, B1, and B2 is coupled by a
constant value of about 77 cm−1. Adiabats correlate asymp-
totically to CO2�0v0�+O�3Pj� with j=0,2 �note that the j
=2 is twofold degenerate�. In this region, the three nonrela-
tivistic electronic wave functions are well mixed in the cor-
responding surface wave functions �n. Near the vdW
minima �around 3 Å�, however, the three lowest surface
states can be well assigned �with weights of about 90%� each
to the 3A2, 3B1, and 3B2 states and the same follows for the
subsequent triplets associated with each CO2 vibrational
state. This is because the vdW interaction has already split
the energies of the 3A2, 3B1, 3B2 states, so SOC works in this
region as a weaker perturbation. Spin-orbit interactions be-
come again qualitatively important for shorter intermolecular
distances. Thus, when SOCs are neglected there are cross-
ings between states belonging to different spatial symmetries
�see Fig. 3�a�� which become avoided crossings once SOCs
are included, as can be noticed in Fig. 4. We will discuss
below the consequences of this behavior.

In order to asses the effect of SOCs, calculations were
also performed in the absence of such couplings, that is, just
including vibrational couplings within each spatial symme-
try. In contrast to Fig. 4, the resulting adiabats are almost
identical to the diagonal matrix elements shown in Fig. 3�a�.
This behavior is due to the small values of the vibrational
couplings for intermolecular distances larger than 2.5 Å and
anticipates that spin-orbit interactions will play a key role in
the dynamics.

B. Vibrational relaxation probabilities

State-to-state probabilities were computed for every glo-
bal symmetry block of Table I. In the asymptotic region,
surface states n were assigned to vibrational v �CO2� and
atomic angular momentum j quantum numbers. Note that for
the A1 symmetry there are two states correlating to j=2.
Therefore, we have added a further label k which runs from
one to kmax��t , j�, the degeneracy of a j state within a given

FIG. 4. Eigenenergies �in cm−1� of the surface Hamiltonian of Eq. �6� �adia-
bats� as functions of the intermolecular distance �in angstrom�, En�R�, for the
global symmetry block A1. Correlation to fragment states CO2�0v0�
+O�3Pj� is indicated.
�t block �indicated in the lower part of Table I�, so that the
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complete asymptotical assignment is n��v , j ,k�. We have
focused on the quenching probability of CO2 �010� by oxy-
gen in selected initial atomic angular momentum states,
P1j→0. To obtain this quantity, it is necessary to consider all
the �t blocks in which the selected j state is involved, as well
as to average over the initial 2j+1 multiplet and sum over all
final j� states and their multiplets. The desired probability
may be written as

P1j→0 =
1

2j + 1 �
�t�j

�
k=1

kmax��t,j�

�
j���t

�
k�=1

kmax��t,j��

P�1jk�→�0j�k��
�t ,

where ��t� j� indicates a sum over all blocks in which the
asymptotic j state is defined, �j���t� is a sum over all j�
states defined in a given �t block, and P�1jk�→�0j�k��

�t are the

state-to-state probabilities.
As mentioned above, vibrational quenching probabilities

were also computed in the absence of SOCs. The P1→0

3A2 ,
3B1

3B2

FIG. 5. Probabilities �in log scale� of CO2�010� quenching by atomic oxy-
gen as functions of the total energy �in cm−1�. �a� Neglecting spin-orbit
couplings, CO2�010�+O�3P�→CO2�000�+O�3P�, for the different spatial
symmetry states �3A2, 3B1, and 3B2�. �b� Including spin-orbit couplings for
the different initial atomic angular momenta j, CO2�010�+O�3Pj�
→CO2�000�+O�3Pj�

� �probabilities are summed over all final j� states and
their multiplets�. The zero of energy corresponds to the CO2�000�+O�3P�
asymptotic limit. A detailed view of the j=2 probability �in normal scale� as
a function of the kinetic energy �corresponding to a range of translational
temperatures up to about 700 K� is shown in the inset. See text for
discussion.
P1→0, and P1→0 probabilities are reported in Fig. 5�a�. As
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expected the single-surface calculations produce very small
values of the relaxation probabilities, particularly in the
lower energy range and for the 3A2 PES. Interestingly, the
energy dependence of the probabilities for the three different
PESs can be roughly mapped onto the R dependence of the
V01 vibrational couplings �see Fig. 3�b��. The idea behind
this qualitative matching is that vibrational couplings are ef-
fective in the range of intermolecular distances near the clas-
sical turning point of the diagonal term V11, at a given colli-

sion energy. Thus, for large intermolecular distances V01

3A2 is
larger than the couplings for the 3B1 and 3B2 states. This

explains why P1→0

3A2 is the largest at low collision energies.
On the contrary, as the intermolecular distance decreases, the

absolute values of V01

3B1 and V01

3B2 increasingly overcome the
3A2 coupling. As a result, relaxation probabilities associated
to those states rise above the 3A2 probability for energies
greater than 2000 cm−1. In fact, as a consequence of the very

small value of V01

3A2 at R�2.2 Å, P1→0

3A2 decays to almost zero
for collision energies around 4500 cm−1.

Vibrational relaxation probabilities for the different fine-
structure states of the colliding particle are shown in Fig.
5�b�. Whereas for j=0 and 1 the probabilities resemble the

P1→0

3B1 and P1→0

3B2 ones of Fig. 5�a�, the j=2 probability exhib-
its a qualitatively different behavior: it is much higher at low
collision energies and increases with energy in a smoother
fashion. This can be understood from the analysis of the
states and energies of the surface Hamiltonian. In the case of
the A1 global symmetry, which gives the highest quenching
probabilities in the lower energy range, three states �n=4, 5,
and 6� correlate to fragments with vibrationally excited CO2,
the n=4 and 5 ones corresponding to atomic angular mo-
mentum j=2 and the n=6 one to j=0. As can be seen in Fig.
4, the states asymptotically assigned to j=2 undergo avoided
crossings with the n=3 state, which correlates asymptotically
to the ground state CO2. However, no such avoided crossings
with states correlating to CO2�000� are found when the ini-
tial state is n=6, since that curve is much more repulsive.
This is the origin of the enhanced vibrational quenching for
the initial atomic angular momentum j=2 in comparison
with the initial j=0. A similar situation occurs for the other
symmetry blocks, which involve fragments with j=1 and 2,
and where avoided crossings with states correlating with vi-
brationally relaxed CO2 only occur for states correlating with
CO2�010� and j=2. This type of mechanism was early pro-
posed by Nikitin and Umansky13 for collisions involving
open-shell atoms or molecules and later postulated by Scott
et al.12 to explain the large value of the relaxation rate of
CO2�010�+O observed at room temperature. Moreover, we
have found that, for the initial state j=2 and low collision
energies, the largest populations are obtained for products
with j=0 and 1. This is consistent with the proposed mecha-
nism since the states in the CO2�000� manifold which un-
dergo avoided crossings with upper states are precisely those
with the asymptotical labeling j=0 or 1 �in the A1 block, for
instance, it corresponds to the n=3 state correlating to
CO2�000�+O�3P0��.

A more detailed view of the avoided crossings among

the n=3, 4, and 5 states of the A1 global symmetry is given
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in Fig. 6. In the upper panel of this figure, it can be noticed
how the crossings among the diagonal matrix elements of the
surface Hamiltonian �dashed lines� for energies of about
1000 cm−1 become avoided ones after considering all cou-
plings in that Hamiltonian �surface eigenenergies, in solid
lines�. In the lower panel of Fig. 6 we report the weights,
�cv���

n �2, of the three zero-order or reference states, 3B2v=0,
3A2v=1, and 3B1v=1, in the surface state n=4 as functions
of the sectors Rj �Eq. �7��. It can be seen that this surface
state is well assigned to 3A2v=1 in the region of the vdW
minimum but that, for shorter intermolecular distances, there
is a nonnegligible contribution of the 3B1v=1 reference state
due to SOC between these two zero-order states. The key
point is that, around the avoided crossing between the n=4
and n=3 states at R�2.55 Å, the n=4 state changes its char-
acter from such a mixing between the 3A2v=1 and 3B1v=1
states to a vibrationally relaxed state, the 3B2v=0 one, in a
fairly smooth fashion. As a consequence of this behavior, a
significant state-to-state probability Pn=4→n=3

A1 , i.e., from
CO2�010�+O�3P2� to CO2�000�+O�3P0�, is obtained. In ad-
dition, as the n=5 state undergoes an avoided crossing with
the n=4 state, a nonnegligible probability from n=5 to n

FIG. 6. Upper panel: diagonal matrix elements of the surface Hamiltonian:
V00

3B2, V11
3A2, V11

3B1 �dashed lines� and n=3,4 ,5 eigenenergies for the A1 block
�solid lines� as functions of the intermolecular distance. Lower panel:
Weights �cv���

n �2 �Eq. �7�� of the three zero-order states 3B2v=0, 3A2v=1,
and 3B1v=1, and 3B1v=1 in the surface state n=4 as functions of the inter-
molecular distance. Energies are in cm−1 and distance in angstrom. See text
for discussion.
=3 is also obtained. At this point, we would like to point out
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that the crossings among the diagonal matrix elements are
due to the different shapes of the PESs U��R ,�� and that
such a behavior is ultimately related to the characteristics of
the CO2+O interaction �electrostatic, induction, and ex-
change repulsion�, depending on the orbital arrangement of
the four 2p electrons of the oxygen atom, as already dis-
cussed in Sec. II. In addition, we find it convenient to recall
the coupling scheme in the surface Hamiltonian �Eq. �9��.
Since SOC is constant with the bending angle, there is no
direct coupling between zero-order states with different vi-
brational quantum numbers and spatial symmetry, for ex-
ample, between 3B2v=0 and 3A2v=1. These states are
coupled through a third zero-order state; for example, 3B2v
=0 couples vibrationally with 3B2v=1, which then couples
with 3A2v=1 by spin-orbit interactions. Therefore, although
pure vibrational couplings give too small quenching prob-
abilities �Fig. 5�a��, such couplings play an essential role in
the enhancement of the quenching probability once spin-
orbit interactions are included in the model �Fig. 5�b��.

The results presented here provide an explanation, based
on ab initio calculations, of the experimental observations.
The kinetic energies involved in the present calculations are
related to the range of temperatures of interest in the high
atmosphere �150–550 K�. Experiments suggest that the re-
laxation rate does not have a strong temperature dependence
in this range, but measured rates at room temperatures are
much larger than estimations based on extrapolations of Cen-
ter’s experiments at much higher temperatures, in which the
mechanism involved is clearly Landau-Teller. In accord with
these observations, we have found that the spin-orbit inter-
action significantly enhances the vibrational quenching �Fig.
5�b�� compared to a direct V-T energy transfer process �Fig.
5�a��. The quenching probability by means of this nonadia-
batic process increases smoothly with energy; therefore a
smooth temperature dependence is expected. However, the
effect of SOCs becomes less and less important as energy
increases �compare Figs. 5�a� and 5�b� in the higher energy
range�. A pure V-T process is expected to play the main role
at higher energies �note in Fig. 3�b� the increase of vibra-
tional couplings with decreasing intermolecular distance�, in
agreement with a high-temperature Landau-Teller behavior.
In addition, a new and interesting aspect emerges from this
study: vibrational quenching mediated by SOCs is highly
sensitive to the initial atomic angular momentum j. More-
over, we have found that j=2→ j=0 and j=2→ j=1 transi-
tions play a major role in determining the fast relaxation rate
of the v=1 level of CO2.

V. SUMMARY AND FINAL REMARKS

This paper reports a quantum-mechanical study of the
CO2 �010�+O�3P� collision dynamics. The main goal has
been to understand the high efficiency of VET at thermal
energies. We have adopted a two-dimensional model in
which the intermolecular distance and the bending CO2 de-
gree of freedom are explicitly included. On the basis of
highly correlated ab initio calculations, we have investigated
the vdW regions of the three PESs emerging from the CO2

1 + 3
� �g�+O� P� asymptote. We have found that �i� the global
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minimum occurs in a 3A2 spatial symmetry state and in a C2v
geometry; �ii� quadrupole-quadrupole and induced dipole-
quadrupole contributions play a major role in determining
the anisotropy of the vdW interaction along the bending CO2

coordinate; and �iii� in the vdW region, the spin-orbit matrix
elements show a rather weak dependence on the R and �
coordinates, and are approximated by the O�3P� ones.

Next, we have computed the CO2 �010� quenching prob-
abilities as functions of collision energy and have compared
the results obtained from multistate calculations �taking into
account the spin-orbit mixing induced by spin-orbit coupling
in O�3P�� with those from separate single-surface calcula-
tions and a pure V-T energy transfer. The results clearly show
�1� the dramatic influence of the spin-orbit mixing at thermal
energies, �2� the high sensitivity of the VET process to the
initial oxygen angular momentum j, and �3� the convergence
of the two sets of calculations �with and without spin-orbit
couplings� as the collisional energy increases. These conclu-
sions are of relevance in the interpretation of the experimen-
tal measurements and aeronomical observations. In particu-
lar, since oxygen fine-structure levels can have very different
populations depending on how the atoms are produced,
present findings may be of interest to future experimental
measurements of rate coefficients.

The purpose of this work was to give a qualitative elu-
cidation for one of the possible mechanisms responsible for
the large efficiency in the quenching of CO2�010� by oxygen
atoms colliding at thermal energies, rather than to attempt a
precise determination of the rate constant. Quantitative stud-
ies require a generalization of the dynamics to higher-
dimensional models with all total angular momentum states.
In particular, including the � angular coordinate may be im-
portant, and the avoided crossing between 1A� and 2A� states
may have an influence on the relaxation probabilities. Work
in this direction is currently underway.
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APPENDIX: SELECTION RULES OF THE SPIN-ORBIT
HAMILTONIAN

For C2v geometries of the CO2–O complex, there are
nine spin multiplets: 3A2�0�, 3A2�±1�, 3B1�0�, 3B1�±1�,
3 3
B2�0�, and B2�±1�, where the numbers in parentheses indi-
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cate the total spin projection quantum number Ms. The spa-
tial symmetry and spin selection rules of the Cartesian com-

ponents of the spin-orbit Hamiltonian, ĤL�S�
��=x ,y ,z�, can

be derived from those of the operators L ·S �see, e.g., Ref.
40�; L and S are the total angular and spin momentum op-
erators, respectively. Since the spin multiplets are eigenfunc-

tions of Sz, the spin-orbit operator ĤLzSz
couples only sub-

states for which �Ms=0. Since the Sx,y operators are linear
combinations of the ladder S± operators, which convert an

Ms multiplet to an Ms±1 multiplet, ĤLxSx
and ĤLySy

couple
states for which �Ms= ±1. The spatial symmetries of the

ĤL�S�
components can be derived from those of the L� op-

erators which transform as rotations of the symmetry point
group R�. In a molecular reference system in which xz de-
fines the molecular plane �see Fig. 1�, with z as the bisector
of the OCO bending angle, one finds

ĤLS component Spatial symmetry Spin selection rule

ĤLxSx
B2 �Ms= ±1

ĤLySy
B1 �Ms= ±1

ĤLzSz
A2 �Ms=0

Thus, ĤLzSz
couples only 3B1�Ms� and 3B2�Ms� spin sub-

states, whereas ĤLxSx
and ĤLySy

couple the 3A2�Ms� with the
3B1�Ms±1� and 3B2�Ms±1� multiplets, respectively. There
are only three linearly independent nonzero spin-orbit matrix
elements, with the remaining defined by angular momentum
relationships through the Wigner-Eckart theorem.
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